
SummarySummary The enactmentof a singleThe enactmentof a single

legislative scheme governingnon-legislative scheme governingnon-

consensual treatmentof both‘physical’andconsensual treatmentof both‘physical’and

‘mental’ illnesses, based on incapacity‘mental’ illnesses, based on incapacity

principles, hasbeenmooted inrecent lawprinciples, has beenmooted inrecent law

reformdebates inthe UK.Wepropose areformdebates inthe UK.Wepropose a

framework for such legislation andframework for such legislation and

consider inmore detail the provisions itconsider inmore detail the provisions it

should contain.The design of legislationshould contain.The design of legislation

thatcombines the strengths of boththatcombines the strengths of both

incapacity and civil commitment schemesincapacity and civil commitment schemes

can be readily imagined, based onthecanbe readily imagined, based onthe

criteria for intervention in England andcriteria for intervention in England and

Wales found inthe Mental Capacity ActWales found in the Mental Capacity Act

2005.Such legislationwouldreduce2005.Such legislationwouldreduce

unjustified legal discrimination againstunjustified legal discrimination against

mentallydisorderedpersons and applymentallydisorderedpersons and apply

consistentethicalprinciples acrossmedicalconsistentethicalprinciples acrossmedical

law.law.
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Why should separate statutes govern theWhy should separate statutes govern the

involuntary treatment of ‘physical’ andinvoluntary treatment of ‘physical’ and

‘mental’ illness? Why not bring all involun-‘mental’ illness? Why not bring all involun-

tary treatment under a single statutorytary treatment under a single statutory

scheme? The principal justification for allscheme? The principal justification for all

treatment without consent could then betreatment without consent could then be

incapacity to make necessary treatmentincapacity to make necessary treatment

decisions. Flexible procedures could be fol-decisions. Flexible procedures could be fol-

lowed, albeit with some common elements,lowed, albeit with some common elements,

and all compulsory treatment could beand all compulsory treatment could be

supervised under one administrative scheme.supervised under one administrative scheme.

It is not hard to imagine such legislation. ItsIt is not hard to imagine such legislation. Its

development was hinted at in the UK lawdevelopment was hinted at in the UK law

reform process (Richardson, 1999; Millan,reform process (Richardson, 1999; Millan,

2001), even as proposals for new incapacity2001), even as proposals for new incapacity

and reformed mental health legislationand reformed mental health legislation

were developed, simultaneously, on largelywere developed, simultaneously, on largely

separate paths. Each regime has its parti-separate paths. Each regime has its parti-

cular strengths. In this special article wecular strengths. In this special article we

advocate fusion of the two schemes into aadvocate fusion of the two schemes into a

comprehensive involuntary treatmentcomprehensive involuntary treatment

statute and consider in more depth the legalstatute and consider in more depth the legal

provisions it should contain.provisions it should contain.

PURPOSESPURPOSES

In designing a comprehensive involuntaryIn designing a comprehensive involuntary

treatment statute, we must consider initiallytreatment statute, we must consider initially

the purposes it would serve. One major aimthe purposes it would serve. One major aim

of bringing all involuntary treatment underof bringing all involuntary treatment under

a single legislative scheme is to avoid dis-a single legislative scheme is to avoid dis-

crimination against people with mental dis-crimination against people with mental dis-

orders (and, perhaps, against mental healthorders (and, perhaps, against mental health

professionals) by not making psychiatricprofessionals) by not making psychiatric

treatment, unnecessarily, the subject oftreatment, unnecessarily, the subject of

special legislation. Using a single schemespecial legislation. Using a single scheme

acknowledges the problematic character ofacknowledges the problematic character of

the distinction between ‘mental’ andthe distinction between ‘mental’ and

‘physical’ illness; it confirms that mental‘physical’ illness; it confirms that mental

disorder is not invariably associated withdisorder is not invariably associated with

loss of decision-making capacity; and itloss of decision-making capacity; and it

recognises that there are many general med-recognises that there are many general med-

ical patients who lack capacity (Raymontical patients who lack capacity (Raymont etet

alal, 2004), some of whom actively object to, 2004), some of whom actively object to

intervention, with just as serious conse-intervention, with just as serious conse-

quences for their health as refusal of psychi-quences for their health as refusal of psychi-

atric care. Management of this latter groupatric care. Management of this latter group

of patients can be particularly problematicof patients can be particularly problematic

as little guidance on the proper use of forceas little guidance on the proper use of force

is currently provided by the law. Relying onis currently provided by the law. Relying on

a single legislative scheme would also avoida single legislative scheme would also avoid

the need to define the complex boundariesthe need to define the complex boundaries

between the spheres of operation of twobetween the spheres of operation of two

distinct (but closely related) schemes (Jointdistinct (but closely related) schemes (Joint

Committee on the Draft Mental HealthCommittee on the Draft Mental Health

Bill, 2005: chapter 4).Bill, 2005: chapter 4).

Under a comprehensive statute, theUnder a comprehensive statute, the

decision-making incapacity of the patientdecision-making incapacity of the patient

would be the central criterion for involun-would be the central criterion for involun-

tary treatment in all medical contexts. Ittary treatment in all medical contexts. It

would replace the twin criteria of mentalwould replace the twin criteria of mental

disorder and risk of harm (to self or others,disorder and risk of harm (to self or others,

including serious risks to health) thatincluding serious risks to health) that

currently justify involuntary treatmentcurrently justify involuntary treatment

under the Mental Health Act 1983 in Eng-under the Mental Health Act 1983 in Eng-

land and Wales. Adoption of a uniformland and Wales. Adoption of a uniform

standard would reflect the central role ofstandard would reflect the central role of

autonomy and incapacity principles inautonomy and incapacity principles in

contemporary medical ethics and the factcontemporary medical ethics and the fact

that non-psychiatric treatment, even ofthat non-psychiatric treatment, even of

mentally disordered persons, is nowmentally disordered persons, is now

covered by incapacity principles undercovered by incapacity principles under

general medical law.general medical law.

To our knowledge, no clear case hasTo our knowledge, no clear case has

been made that impairment of patients’been made that impairment of patients’

capacity differs in any essential respect incapacity differs in any essential respect in

mental and physical disorders. In bothmental and physical disorders. In both

cases, some impairment or disturbance ofcases, some impairment or disturbance of

mental functioning is the cause of themental functioning is the cause of the

patient’s incapacity, and legal criteria suffi-patient’s incapacity, and legal criteria suffi-

ciently inclusive to cover the full range ofciently inclusive to cover the full range of

situations can be devised (Grisso & Appel-situations can be devised (Grisso & Appel-

baum, 1998). These general incapacity cri-baum, 1998). These general incapacity cri-

teria could be at least as satisfactory asteria could be at least as satisfactory as

the Mental Health Act 1983 criteria forthe Mental Health Act 1983 criteria for

detaining patients, which present theirdetaining patients, which present their

own problems of definition and applicationown problems of definition and application

(Dawson, 1996; Peay, 2003). Reliance on(Dawson, 1996; Peay, 2003). Reliance on

incapacity criteria would shift the focusincapacity criteria would shift the focus

away from potential ‘risk of harm’ as theaway from potential ‘risk of harm’ as the

central ground upon which psychiatriccentral ground upon which psychiatric

treatment may be imposed. This shift istreatment may be imposed. This shift is

likely to have two main consequences.likely to have two main consequences.

First, it might permit earlier intervention,First, it might permit earlier intervention,

in both physical and mental illness, becausein both physical and mental illness, because

intervention would be authorised as soon asintervention would be authorised as soon as

the patient lacked capacity to determinethe patient lacked capacity to determine

treatment, whether or not there was antreatment, whether or not there was an

imminent threat of harm. That approachimminent threat of harm. That approach

is likely to find support with many patients’is likely to find support with many patients’

families. Second, reliance on incapacityfamilies. Second, reliance on incapacity

criteria would permit uniform applicationcriteria would permit uniform application

of the criminal law: those who harmedof the criminal law: those who harmed

others – or attempted to do so – could beothers – or attempted to do so – could be

controlled through the criminal justicecontrolled through the criminal justice

system if they retained capacity, whethersystem if they retained capacity, whether

mentally disordered or not; whereas thosementally disordered or not; whereas those

who lacked capacity could be managedwho lacked capacity could be managed

under comprehensive involuntary treat-under comprehensive involuntary treat-

mentment legislation, whether ‘dangerous’ orlegislation, whether ‘dangerous’ or

not. Mentally disordered persons wouldnot. Mentally disordered persons would

no longer be subject to a special form ofno longer be subject to a special form of

preventive intervention on the basis of ‘riskpreventive intervention on the basis of ‘risk

of harm’ regardless of their capacity, whileof harm’ regardless of their capacity, while

members of other groups who may causemembers of other groups who may cause

more harm (such as violent behaviour bymore harm (such as violent behaviour by

people with substance use disorders) cannotpeople with substance use disorders) cannot

be controlled until they breach the criminalbe controlled until they breach the criminal

law.law.

The general purpose of the fusionThe general purpose of the fusion

proposal, then, is to reduce discriminationproposal, then, is to reduce discrimination

and apply consistent ethical principlesand apply consistent ethical principles

across medical law. In our attempt to con-across medical law. In our attempt to con-

sider the detailed design of a comprehensivesider the detailed design of a comprehensive

involuntary treatment statute, we haveinvoluntary treatment statute, we have

examined the distinct functions commonlyexamined the distinct functions commonly

performed by incapacity (or adultperformed by incapacity (or adult
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guardianship) legislation on the one hand,guardianship) legislation on the one hand,

and mental health (or civil commitment)and mental health (or civil commitment)

legislation on the other, bearing in mindlegislation on the other, bearing in mind

that considerable variations exist in suchthat considerable variations exist in such

schemes within the common law world.schemes within the common law world.

We have also considered the relevance ofWe have also considered the relevance of

mental health legislation to some decisionsmental health legislation to some decisions

taken in the criminal justice system andtaken in the criminal justice system and

within forensic care, and have consideredwithin forensic care, and have considered

several objections to the fusion proposalseveral objections to the fusion proposal

and whether, in response, some departureand whether, in response, some departure

from pure incapacity principles is required.from pure incapacity principles is required.

USUAL FEATURESUSUAL FEATURES
OF INCAPACITYAND CIVILOF INCAPACITYAND CIVIL
COMMITMENT SCHEMESCOMMITMENT SCHEMES

Incapacity schemesIncapacity schemes

Where a dispute exists concerning theWhere a dispute exists concerning the

non-consensual treatment of an adult, in-non-consensual treatment of an adult, in-

capacity legislation typically requires ancapacity legislation typically requires an

application to be made to a court (orapplication to be made to a court (or

tribunal) for a determination that the per-tribunal) for a determination that the per-

son concerned lacks the capacity to makeson concerned lacks the capacity to make

certain decisions about his or her own treat-certain decisions about his or her own treat-

ment or care. Then, if that ruling is made,ment or care. Then, if that ruling is made,

two main avenues are usually open to thetwo main avenues are usually open to the

court: to make the relevant decisions itself,court: to make the relevant decisions itself,

directing residential care or authorisingdirecting residential care or authorising

treatment, for example, or to appointtreatment, for example, or to appoint

another adult as a substitute decision-makeranother adult as a substitute decision-maker

for the person concerned. Substitutefor the person concerned. Substitute

decision-makers will usually be requireddecision-makers will usually be required

to act in the ‘best interests’ of those theyto act in the ‘best interests’ of those they

represent, to take into account their priorrepresent, to take into account their prior

wishes or values, and to consult with otherswishes or values, and to consult with others

about their care. Review and accountabilityabout their care. Review and accountability

mechanisms will be provided, and somemechanisms will be provided, and some

highly sensitive decisions (such as consenthighly sensitive decisions (such as consent

to abortion) may be put wholly beyondto abortion) may be put wholly beyond

the decision-maker’s powers.the decision-maker’s powers.

Three main models of substituteThree main models of substitute

decision-making are available. Under adecision-making are available. Under a

‘private’ model, a family member or friend‘private’ model, a family member or friend

is appointed to act for the incapacitatedis appointed to act for the incapacitated

person; under a ‘public’ model, the personperson; under a ‘public’ model, the person

appointed is the holder of a public office,appointed is the holder of a public office,

such as a public guardian or one of theirsuch as a public guardian or one of their

employees; and under a ‘clinical’ model,employees; and under a ‘clinical’ model,

the decision-maker is a designated memberthe decision-maker is a designated member

of the treatment team. The choice fromof the treatment team. The choice from

among these options may significantlyamong these options may significantly

affect the treatment approval process.affect the treatment approval process.

Some incapacity schemes go further, toSome incapacity schemes go further, to

specify the legal effect of any advance direc-specify the legal effect of any advance direc-

tive about treatment issued by a capabletive about treatment issued by a capable

person who later loses capacity, or toperson who later loses capacity, or to

authorise the execution of an enduringauthorise the execution of an enduring

power of attorney for healthcare, throughpower of attorney for healthcare, through

which a capable person may nominate awhich a capable person may nominate a

preferred substitute decision-maker inpreferred substitute decision-maker in

advance. In addition, the Mental Capacityadvance. In addition, the Mental Capacity

Act 2005 for England and Wales takes theAct 2005 for England and Wales takes the

unusual step of declaring certain ‘acts inunusual step of declaring certain ‘acts in

connection with care or treatment’ to beconnection with care or treatment’ to be

lawful (section 5) that have previously beenlawful (section 5) that have previously been

justified under the common law (Rjustified under the common law (R v.v.

Bournewood Community and MentalBournewood Community and Mental

Health NHS Trust, 1998). Generally speak-Health NHS Trust, 1998). Generally speak-

ing, these are actions taken when there areing, these are actions taken when there are

reasonable grounds to believe a personreasonable grounds to believe a person

lacks the capacity to consent, and the ac-lacks the capacity to consent, and the ac-

tions taken would be in that person’s besttions taken would be in that person’s best

interests and would not constitute a depri-interests and would not constitute a depri-

vation of the person’s liberty within thevation of the person’s liberty within the

meaning of the European Convention onmeaning of the European Convention on

Human Rights.Human Rights.

Incapacity legislation can achieve theseIncapacity legislation can achieve these

kinds of aims without making any expresskinds of aims without making any express

reference to mental disorder or other causesreference to mental disorder or other causes

of incapacity. Instead, it can focus on theof incapacity. Instead, it can focus on the

particular abilities a person must demon-particular abilities a person must demon-

strate (such as understanding and foresee-strate (such as understanding and foresee-

ing the consequences of treatment) foring the consequences of treatment) for

others to accept the validity of the person’sothers to accept the validity of the person’s

decisions. Where these abilities are lacking,decisions. Where these abilities are lacking,

the person may be considered incapacitatedthe person may be considered incapacitated

regardless of cause.regardless of cause.

Many important matters may still beMany important matters may still be

left unspecified. Not all incapacity schemesleft unspecified. Not all incapacity schemes

cover the emergency treatment of an in-cover the emergency treatment of an in-

capacitated person before the consent ofcapacitated person before the consent of

the substitute decision-maker has beenthe substitute decision-maker has been

obtained, and not all questions may beobtained, and not all questions may be

resolved concerning the restraint or con-resolved concerning the restraint or con-

finement of incapacitated persons or con-finement of incapacitated persons or con-

cerning the position of third parties whocerning the position of third parties who

act in reliance on the substitute decision-act in reliance on the substitute decision-

maker’s powers.maker’s powers.

Civil commitment schemesCivil commitment schemes

In contrast to the above, matters of deten-In contrast to the above, matters of deten-

tion and emergency treatment in the casetion and emergency treatment in the case

of mentally disordered persons are theof mentally disordered persons are the

central focus of civil commitment schemes.central focus of civil commitment schemes.

In these areas the mental health legislationIn these areas the mental health legislation

will contain a detailed code of rules. Policewill contain a detailed code of rules. Police

intervention, emergency admission to psy-intervention, emergency admission to psy-

chiatric care and immediate treatment atchiatric care and immediate treatment at

the discretion of clinicians will usually bethe discretion of clinicians will usually be

expressly authorised, but only in specifiedexpressly authorised, but only in specified

circumstances, and only for those foundcircumstances, and only for those found

mentally disordered under the Act. Evenmentally disordered under the Act. Even

then, only psychiatric treatment will bethen, only psychiatric treatment will be

authorised. Other treatments (such asauthorised. Other treatments (such as

general surgery) will be covered by the inca-general surgery) will be covered by the inca-

pacity legislation or by general principles ofpacity legislation or by general principles of

medical law.medical law.

Civil commitment legislation thereforeCivil commitment legislation therefore

authorises emergency detention before anyauthorises emergency detention before any

opportunity exists for the person’s incapa-opportunity exists for the person’s incapa-

city to be adjudicated by a court. Interven-city to be adjudicated by a court. Interven-

tion can occur at considerable speed andtion can occur at considerable speed and

significant discretion to authorise urgentsignificant discretion to authorise urgent

treatment is usually left in clinicians’ hands.treatment is usually left in clinicians’ hands.

Committed patients may then be detainedCommitted patients may then be detained

under this scheme – even in secure condi-under this scheme – even in secure condi-

tions – for lengthy periods. Nevertheless,tions – for lengthy periods. Nevertheless,

there may be no express requirement inthere may be no express requirement in

such mental health legislation for the capa-such mental health legislation for the capa-

city of involuntary patients to be assessedcity of involuntary patients to be assessed

whenever treatment is proposed. Withwhenever treatment is proposed. With

some limited exceptions, under the law insome limited exceptions, under the law in

Britain and Australasia committal underBritain and Australasia committal under

mental health legislation deprives patientsmental health legislation deprives patients

of their usual right to refuse psychiatricof their usual right to refuse psychiatric

treatment, regardless of their capacity, untiltreatment, regardless of their capacity, until

they are discharged from the involuntarythey are discharged from the involuntary

treatment scheme. Further, under the lawtreatment scheme. Further, under the law

in those countries, authority over the psy-in those countries, authority over the psy-

chiatric treatment of committed patients ischiatric treatment of committed patients is

not usually transferred to family members,not usually transferred to family members,

or to other substitute decision-makersor to other substitute decision-makers

drawn from separate public agencies.drawn from separate public agencies.

Families may need to be consulted aboutFamilies may need to be consulted about

treatment, and they may have other entitle-treatment, and they may have other entitle-

ments, such as the nearest relative’s powerments, such as the nearest relative’s power

to discharge the patient from treatment.to discharge the patient from treatment.

Nevertheless, the principal authority toNevertheless, the principal authority to

direct psychiatric treatment of committeddirect psychiatric treatment of committed

patients usually lies with responsible clini-patients usually lies with responsible clini-

cians, even if second opinions – or manda-cians, even if second opinions – or manda-

tory peer review of the treatment theytory peer review of the treatment they

recommend – are also required. A ‘clinical’recommend – are also required. A ‘clinical’

model of substitute decision-making domi-model of substitute decision-making domi-

nates, with dynamics different from thenates, with dynamics different from the

‘private’ or ‘public’ models more typical‘private’ or ‘public’ models more typical

of incapacity schemes.of incapacity schemes.

A final feature of mental health legisla-A final feature of mental health legisla-

tion is its relevance to the criminal justicetion is its relevance to the criminal justice

system and to forensic care. The criteria insystem and to forensic care. The criteria in

the mental health legislation for involun-the mental health legislation for involun-

tary treatment are usually applied to pris-tary treatment are usually applied to pris-

oners transferred to psychiatric care; tooners transferred to psychiatric care; to

the making of hospital orders by criminalthe making of hospital orders by criminal

courts, which authorise treatment withoutcourts, which authorise treatment without

consent; to the position of persons foundconsent; to the position of persons found

not guilty by reason of insanity or unfit tonot guilty by reason of insanity or unfit to

stand trial who are reclassified to civilstand trial who are reclassified to civil

status; and to the treatment of forensicstatus; and to the treatment of forensic

patients generally. In all these situations,patients generally. In all these situations,

rules drawn from the Mental Health Actrules drawn from the Mental Health Act

1983 are frequently applied.1983 are frequently applied.

The general effect of civil commitmentThe general effect of civil commitment

legislation is, therefore, that the authoritylegislation is, therefore, that the authority

of psychiatrists to detain and treat involun-of psychiatrists to detain and treat involun-

tary psychiatric patients is more clearlytary psychiatric patients is more clearly

established than with other forms ofestablished than with other forms of
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medical care. Use of these powers is moremedical care. Use of these powers is more

heavily regulated as a consequence, withheavily regulated as a consequence, with

more intensive and frequent reviewmore intensive and frequent review

procedures the norm.procedures the norm.

CENTRAL FEATURESOF ANCENTRAL FEATURESOF AN
INVOLUNTARY TREATMENTINVOLUNTARY TREATMENT
STATUTESTATUTE

We now consider the best way to fuse theWe now consider the best way to fuse the

diverse elements of typical incapacity anddiverse elements of typical incapacity and

mental health legislation into one compre-mental health legislation into one compre-

hensive regime. This regime would coverhensive regime. This regime would cover

those with either ‘mental’ or ‘physical’ dis-those with either ‘mental’ or ‘physical’ dis-

orders who lack capacity but object toorders who lack capacity but object to

treatment, an occurrence more common intreatment, an occurrence more common in

those with mental illness, but not restrictedthose with mental illness, but not restricted

to their situation.to their situation.

Criteria for interventionCriteria for intervention

The basic criteria for all interventionsThe basic criteria for all interventions

under the new statute could be statedunder the new statute could be stated

through a general definition of personalthrough a general definition of personal

decision-making incapacity. The incapacitydecision-making incapacity. The incapacity

criteria need not be linked to any specificcriteria need not be linked to any specific

illness or disabling condition, but shouldillness or disabling condition, but should

be sufficiently flexible to accommodatebe sufficiently flexible to accommodate

the complex and subtle kinds of incapacitythe complex and subtle kinds of incapacity

found in some people with serious butfound in some people with serious but

intermittent mental disorders (as proposedintermittent mental disorders (as proposed

by Grisso & Appelbaum, 1998).by Grisso & Appelbaum, 1998).

If detention of a person is to beIf detention of a person is to be

authorised for treatment purposes on theauthorised for treatment purposes on the

foundation of such criteria, care must befoundation of such criteria, care must be

taken to comply with the European Con-taken to comply with the European Con-

vention on Human Rights (in countriesvention on Human Rights (in countries

party to it) as to the circumstances in whichparty to it) as to the circumstances in which

detention of a person may lawfully occur.detention of a person may lawfully occur.

The Convention does not explicitly author-The Convention does not explicitly author-

ise detention based on general incapacityise detention based on general incapacity

criteria. What it does authorise, of mostcriteria. What it does authorise, of most

relevance here, is the lawful detention ofrelevance here, is the lawful detention of

‘persons of unsound mind’ (Article 5(e))‘persons of unsound mind’ (Article 5(e))

(HL(HL v.v. The United Kingdom, 2004). ToThe United Kingdom, 2004). To

ensure that any detention of a personensure that any detention of a person

authorised by comprehensive incapacityauthorised by comprehensive incapacity

legislation would be fully compatible withlegislation would be fully compatible with

that article, it might be necessary to includethat article, it might be necessary to include

some reference to unsoundness of mind (orsome reference to unsoundness of mind (or

an equivalent concept), as the cause ofan equivalent concept), as the cause of

incapacity, in the text of the law.incapacity, in the text of the law.

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 illus-The Mental Capacity Act 2005 illus-

trates the point. Section 2(1) expresslytrates the point. Section 2(1) expressly

requires that the person’s incapacity berequires that the person’s incapacity be

related to ‘an impairment of, or disturbancerelated to ‘an impairment of, or disturbance

in the functioning of, the mind or brain’.in the functioning of, the mind or brain’.

That should be sufficient to bring a person’sThat should be sufficient to bring a person’s

detention under that regime within thedetention under that regime within the

‘unsound mind’ requirement of European‘unsound mind’ requirement of European

human rights law. As to the definition ofhuman rights law. As to the definition of

incapacity itself, we see no reason why theincapacity itself, we see no reason why the

carefully drafted criteria found in thecarefully drafted criteria found in the

Mental Capacity Act 2005 could not pro-Mental Capacity Act 2005 could not pro-

vide the basic standards for all interventionvide the basic standards for all intervention

under a comprehensive involuntary treat-under a comprehensive involuntary treat-

ment statute. Section 3 defines decision-ment statute. Section 3 defines decision-

making capacity by reference to a person’smaking capacity by reference to a person’s

ability to understand and retain relevant in-ability to understand and retain relevant in-

formation, to use or weigh that informationformation, to use or weigh that information

in the decision-making process, and toin the decision-making process, and to

communicate the decisions made.communicate the decisions made.

Emergency treatmentEmergency treatment
and assessmentand assessment

In the early stages of any intervention forIn the early stages of any intervention for

emergency treatment, before the personemergency treatment, before the person

concerned can be fully assessed, the pre-concerned can be fully assessed, the pre-

sence of ‘reasonable grounds to believe’sence of ‘reasonable grounds to believe’

that the person lacks the capacity to makethat the person lacks the capacity to make

treatment decisions should be sufficient totreatment decisions should be sufficient to

set the involuntary assessment process inset the involuntary assessment process in

motion. A comprehensive regime shouldmotion. A comprehensive regime should

then provide designated classes of profes-then provide designated classes of profes-

sionals (including, in some cases, the police)sionals (including, in some cases, the police)

with express powers to intervene when anwith express powers to intervene when an

apparently incapacitated person refusesapparently incapacitated person refuses

necessary treatment and no less-restrictivenecessary treatment and no less-restrictive

option is available to resolve the situationoption is available to resolve the situation

satisfactorily. As under the Mental Healthsatisfactorily. As under the Mental Health

Act 1983, powers of entry, apprehensionAct 1983, powers of entry, apprehension

and transportation of the person to anand transportation of the person to an

examination would be required. The Actexamination would be required. The Act

would then authorise a staggered processwould then authorise a staggered process

of involuntary assessment, requiring per-of involuntary assessment, requiring per-

sonal examination of the individual atsonal examination of the individual at

designated intervals by appropriate specia-designated intervals by appropriate specia-

lists. During that process, provision oflists. During that process, provision of

immediately necessary treatment by respon-immediately necessary treatment by respon-

sible clinicians would be allowed.sible clinicians would be allowed.

Further decisions would then beFurther decisions would then be

required concerning the location of therequired concerning the location of the

person’s continuing treatment and whetherperson’s continuing treatment and whether

detention is necessary. Different forms ofdetention is necessary. Different forms of

treatment, at different locations and undertreatment, at different locations and under

different conditions, would be authorised,different conditions, would be authorised,

and no sharp distinction need be made inand no sharp distinction need be made in

the law between treatment for mentalthe law between treatment for mental

and physical conditions, or between in-and physical conditions, or between in-

patient and out-patient care. Communitypatient and out-patient care. Community

treatment orders would be a possibletreatment orders would be a possible

option for those who lacked capacity butoption for those who lacked capacity but

could be treated effectively outsidecould be treated effectively outside

hospital.hospital.

Following the decision of the EuropeanFollowing the decision of the European

Court of Human Rights in HLCourt of Human Rights in HL v.v. The Uni-The Uni-

ted Kingdom (2004), the legislation shouldted Kingdom (2004), the legislation should

also providealso provide some procedural safeguardssome procedural safeguards

for non-for non-objecting but incapacitatedobjecting but incapacitated

patients, when restrictions on their liberty,patients, when restrictions on their liberty,

exercised during their care, are of such aexercised during their care, are of such a

‘degree and intensity’ as to constitute ‘de-‘degree and intensity’ as to constitute ‘de-

privation of liberty’ within the meaning ofprivation of liberty’ within the meaning of

the European Convention. That is likelythe European Convention. That is likely

to be the case whenever public sector healthto be the case whenever public sector health

professionals exercise ‘complete and effec-professionals exercise ‘complete and effec-

tive control’ over the patient’s care andtive control’ over the patient’s care and

movement, whether or not the patient ismovement, whether or not the patient is

held behind locked doors (HLheld behind locked doors (HL v.v. TheThe

United Kingdom, 2004). In our view, theUnited Kingdom, 2004). In our view, the

scope of such extra protections shouldscope of such extra protections should

depend largely on the incapacity and vul-depend largely on the incapacity and vul-

nerability of the persons concerned, notnerability of the persons concerned, not

on the distinction between psychiatric andon the distinction between psychiatric and

general medical care. Those extra safe-general medical care. Those extra safe-

guards could lie somewhere between thoseguards could lie somewhere between those

provided for non-objecting patients, whoprovided for non-objecting patients, who

are not effectively detained, and those forare not effectively detained, and those for

patients who object.patients who object.

Every person under involuntary assess-Every person under involuntary assess-

ment should have swift access to rightsment should have swift access to rights

advice, to legal aid and to a hearing beforeadvice, to legal aid and to a hearing before

a court or tribunal to contest the legality ofa court or tribunal to contest the legality of

continuing intervention in that person’s life.continuing intervention in that person’s life.

There could be early access to a court or tri-There could be early access to a court or tri-

bunal on request, followed by a mandatorybunal on request, followed by a mandatory

hearing under conditions of full proceduralhearing under conditions of full procedural

fairness within a reasonable time. Anyfairness within a reasonable time. Any

supervisory body (like the current Mentalsupervisory body (like the current Mental

Act Commission) should have jurisdictionAct Commission) should have jurisdiction

over all persons under the statutory scheme.over all persons under the statutory scheme.

Involuntary treatmentInvoluntary treatment

Once the initial assessment had been com-Once the initial assessment had been com-

pleted, which might take several weeks,pleted, which might take several weeks,

the court (or a health tribunal, similar tothe court (or a health tribunal, similar to

tribunals under the Mental Health Acttribunals under the Mental Health Act

1983) should rule whether any further1983) should rule whether any further

treatment against the patient’s objectionstreatment against the patient’s objections

may proceed. A range of court orders couldmay proceed. A range of court orders could

then be made. The appropriate substitutethen be made. The appropriate substitute

decision-maker for the patient could bedecision-maker for the patient could be

determined from a range of alternatives,determined from a range of alternatives,

including the option of the responsible clin-including the option of the responsible clin-

ician. Any special parameters could be setician. Any special parameters could be set

within which substitute treatment decisionswithin which substitute treatment decisions

should be made. For example, if the deci-should be made. For example, if the deci-

sion-maker were not a member of the per-sion-maker were not a member of the per-

son’s family, mandatory consultation withson’s family, mandatory consultation with

the family (and others) could still be re-the family (and others) could still be re-

quired. The intensity of the subsequent re-quired. The intensity of the subsequent re-

view procedures and the duration of theview procedures and the duration of the

treatment order could be specified by thetreatment order could be specified by the

court; alternatively, several pathways of re-court; alternatively, several pathways of re-

view and accountability could be specifiedview and accountability could be specified

by the legislation, between which the courtby the legislation, between which the court

would choose. In effect, a range of involun-would choose. In effect, a range of involun-

tary treatment ‘menus’ would apply.tary treatment ‘menus’ would apply.
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If further legal conditions were to beIf further legal conditions were to be

imposed on especially intrusive forms ofimposed on especially intrusive forms of

treatment, akin to the requirement of atreatment, akin to the requirement of a

second opinion for some treatments undersecond opinion for some treatments under

the Mental Health Act 1983, those condi-the Mental Health Act 1983, those condi-

tions should apply to all treatments of ations should apply to all treatments of a

similarly intrusive kind, not just to mentalsimilarly intrusive kind, not just to mental

healthcare. We see no good reason for spe-healthcare. We see no good reason for spe-

cial legal rules to apply when incapacitatedcial legal rules to apply when incapacitated

patients are prescribed psychotropic medi-patients are prescribed psychotropic medi-

cation, for example, when similar rulescation, for example, when similar rules

would not apply to intrusive forms ofwould not apply to intrusive forms of

general medical care such as surgery. Finally,general medical care such as surgery. Finally,

the statute should specify the effect withinthe statute should specify the effect within

this involuntary treatment process of anythis involuntary treatment process of any

clearly expressed prior views of the patientclearly expressed prior views of the patient

concerning his or her future healthcare, andconcerning his or her future healthcare, and

of any prior appointment of an enduringof any prior appointment of an enduring

attorney for healthcare.attorney for healthcare.

In total, these principles would provideIn total, these principles would provide

a sound structure for a comprehensive in-a sound structure for a comprehensive in-

voluntary treatment scheme. There are stillvoluntary treatment scheme. There are still

principled objections that can be raised toprincipled objections that can be raised to

this proposal, of course. Two are consid-this proposal, of course. Two are consid-

ered below. These concern potential diffi-ered below. These concern potential diffi-

culties in assessing the capacity ofculties in assessing the capacity of

mentally disordered persons to consent tomentally disordered persons to consent to

psychiatric care, and potential difficultiespsychiatric care, and potential difficulties

in relying on incapacity criteria in thein relying on incapacity criteria in the

special context of forensic care.special context of forensic care.

INCAPACITYANDMENTALINCAPACITYANDMENTAL
DISORDERDISORDER

As in many jurisdictions, in England andAs in many jurisdictions, in England and

Wales there are already many situations inWales there are already many situations in

which the capacity of mentally disorderedwhich the capacity of mentally disordered

persons must be assessed for particular le-persons must be assessed for particular le-

gal purposes, whether or not those personsgal purposes, whether or not those persons

would be covered by the criteria of mentalwould be covered by the criteria of mental

disorder in the Mental Health Act 1983.disorder in the Mental Health Act 1983.

Their capacity to consent to general medi-Their capacity to consent to general medi-

cal care, make a will, enter a contract, vote,cal care, make a will, enter a contract, vote,

stand trial and so on, may all require speci-stand trial and so on, may all require speci-

fic evaluation, quite independently of thefic evaluation, quite independently of the

Mental Health Act (British Medical Asso-Mental Health Act (British Medical Asso-

ciation & The Law Society, 2004). Suchciation & The Law Society, 2004). Such

particularised assessments will become evenparticularised assessments will become even

more frequent under the Mental Capacitymore frequent under the Mental Capacity

Act 2005.Act 2005.

Assessing capacity is still a complicatedAssessing capacity is still a complicated

matter. It involves several related steps: set-matter. It involves several related steps: set-

ting the criteria of capacity, including theting the criteria of capacity, including the

specific domains in which it will bespecific domains in which it will be

assessed; evaluating performance in thoseassessed; evaluating performance in those

domains; then reaching a judgementdomains; then reaching a judgement

whether the person’s performance meetswhether the person’s performance meets

the criteria set. In Grisso & Appelbaum’sthe criteria set. In Grisso & Appelbaum’s

terms, it involves a ‘personterms, it involves a ‘person66tasktask66

contextcontext66consequences’ analysis, whichconsequences’ analysis, which

requires ‘special skills’ (Grisso & Appel-requires ‘special skills’ (Grisso & Appel-

baum, 1998: p. 77). Full documentation ofbaum, 1998: p. 77). Full documentation of

this assessment process may imposethis assessment process may impose

significant burdens on clinicians. Thesesignificant burdens on clinicians. These

are all general difficulties, however. Theyare all general difficulties, however. They

apply right across the capacity assessmentapply right across the capacity assessment

field. The existence of such general difficul-field. The existence of such general difficul-

ties cannot explain why the law shouldties cannot explain why the law should

require the capacity of mentally disorderedrequire the capacity of mentally disordered

persons to be specifically assessed in manypersons to be specifically assessed in many

particular contexts, but not in the contextparticular contexts, but not in the context

of consent to mental healthcare. Assessingof consent to mental healthcare. Assessing

a mentally disordered person’s capacity toa mentally disordered person’s capacity to

consent to amputation of a leg, for exampleconsent to amputation of a leg, for example

(In re C, 1994) may be just as difficult as(In re C, 1994) may be just as difficult as

assessing the person’s capacity to consentassessing the person’s capacity to consent

to electroconvulsive therapy, but only theto electroconvulsive therapy, but only the

latter treatment is covered by the Mentallatter treatment is covered by the Mental

Health Act 1983. In any case, assessingHealth Act 1983. In any case, assessing

the severity of a person’s mental dis-the severity of a person’s mental dis-

order, or conducting ‘risk assessment’order, or conducting ‘risk assessment’

calculations, may be just as complex.calculations, may be just as complex.

It may still be said that assessing theIt may still be said that assessing the

capacity of mentally disordered persons tocapacity of mentally disordered persons to

consent to psychiatric treatment presentsconsent to psychiatric treatment presents

particular difficulties. Attention may beparticular difficulties. Attention may be

directed to the lack of training in capacitydirected to the lack of training in capacity

assessment of many relevant professionalsassessment of many relevant professionals

involved in the civil commitment process;involved in the civil commitment process;

to the common need to assess mentally dis-to the common need to assess mentally dis-

ordered persons in emergency circum-ordered persons in emergency circum-

stances, on the basis of very limitedstances, on the basis of very limited

information; and to the special features ofinformation; and to the special features of

some mental conditions, such as subtle delu-some mental conditions, such as subtle delu-

sions, the denial of illness and rapidly fluctu-sions, the denial of illness and rapidly fluctu-

ating course. These difficulties may suggestating course. These difficulties may suggest

that a statutory definition of mental dis-that a statutory definition of mental dis-

order typical of mental health legislationorder typical of mental health legislation

could be applied more reliably in suchcould be applied more reliably in such

circumstances than a general incapacity test.circumstances than a general incapacity test.

If capacity assessment in those circum-If capacity assessment in those circum-

stances was particularly unreliable (or in-stances was particularly unreliable (or in-

consistent), it might be incompatible withconsistent), it might be incompatible with

constitutional and human rights principlesconstitutional and human rights principles

prohibiting arbitrary interference with per-prohibiting arbitrary interference with per-

sonal liberty. As article 9(1) of the Inter-sonal liberty. As article 9(1) of the Inter-

national Covenant on Civil and Politicalnational Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights states, ‘No one shall be subjected toRights states, ‘No one shall be subjected to

arbitrary arrest or detention’ (Unitedarbitrary arrest or detention’ (United

Nations, 1966). A test of incapacity soNations, 1966). A test of incapacity so

vague, or so difficult to apply in the circum-vague, or so difficult to apply in the circum-

stances typical of civil commitment, that itstances typical of civil commitment, that it

produced poor interrater reliability mightproduced poor interrater reliability might

permit arbitrary decisions to be made aboutpermit arbitrary decisions to be made about

detention in mental health facilities contrarydetention in mental health facilities contrary

to human rights norms. Excessively vagueto human rights norms. Excessively vague

civil commitment criteria are also vulner-civil commitment criteria are also vulner-

able on this ground, but the problem mayable on this ground, but the problem may

be compounded when we abandon ‘mentalbe compounded when we abandon ‘mental

disorder’ altogether as the principal stand-disorder’ altogether as the principal stand-

ard governing detention in mental healthard governing detention in mental health

facilities, in favour of a general incapacityfacilities, in favour of a general incapacity

test.test.

At present, research evidence to helpAt present, research evidence to help

resolve this kind of controversy is justresolve this kind of controversy is just

beginning to appear. There is evidence thatbeginning to appear. There is evidence that

modestly trained medical capacity assessorsmodestly trained medical capacity assessors

can reach adequate to high levels of inter-can reach adequate to high levels of inter-

rater reliability in hospital settings, evenrater reliability in hospital settings, even

concerning the psychiatric treatment deci-concerning the psychiatric treatment deci-

sions of mentally disordered personssions of mentally disordered persons

(Grisso & Appelbaum, 1998; Cairns(Grisso & Appelbaum, 1998; Cairns et alet al,,

2005); but there is no evidence concerning2005); but there is no evidence concerning

the reliability of capacity assessments con-the reliability of capacity assessments con-

ducted in the emergency settings typical ofducted in the emergency settings typical of

civil commitment, nor concerning capacitycivil commitment, nor concerning capacity

assessment by non-medical professionals,assessment by non-medical professionals,

such as the police or approved social work-such as the police or approved social work-

ers, who apply the Mental Health Act 1983ers, who apply the Mental Health Act 1983

criteria at the initial stage. On the othercriteria at the initial stage. On the other

hand, there is no more research evidencehand, there is no more research evidence

concerning the interrater reliability of deci-concerning the interrater reliability of deci-

sions to detain patients under the Mentalsions to detain patients under the Mental

Health Act 1983. It is likely that significantHealth Act 1983. It is likely that significant

variations in practice occur, between clini-variations in practice occur, between clini-

cians, hospitals and regions (Peay, 2003;cians, hospitals and regions (Peay, 2003;

Perkins, 2003), particularly with patientsPerkins, 2003), particularly with patients

having a primary diagnosis of personalityhaving a primary diagnosis of personality

disorder. The definitions of mental disorderdisorder. The definitions of mental disorder

found in mental health legislation are oftenfound in mental health legislation are often

pitched in very general terms. No furtherpitched in very general terms. No further

definition is provided for the critical termdefinition is provided for the critical term

‘mental illness’ in the Mental Health Act‘mental illness’ in the Mental Health Act

1983, and the Draft Mental Health Bill1983, and the Draft Mental Health Bill

for England and Wales (Department offor England and Wales (Department of

Health, 2004) relies heavily on the termHealth, 2004) relies heavily on the term

‘mental disorder’, which is simply said to‘mental disorder’, which is simply said to

mean ‘an impairment of or a disturbancemean ‘an impairment of or a disturbance

in the functioning of the mind or brain re-in the functioning of the mind or brain re-

sulting from any disability or disorder ofsulting from any disability or disorder of

the mind or brain’ (Department of Health,the mind or brain’ (Department of Health,

2004: clause 2(5)). All definitions of in-2004: clause 2(5)). All definitions of in-

capacity and mental disorder encountercapacity and mental disorder encounter

hard cases at the margins.hard cases at the margins.

More precise definitions of mentalMore precise definitions of mental

disorder can be included in the law. Thedisorder can be included in the law. The

Butler Committee advocated a legalButler Committee advocated a legal

definition based on discrete forms ofdefinition based on discrete forms of

psychopathology, such as delusions,psychopathology, such as delusions,

severe disorders of mood and perception,severe disorders of mood and perception,

and grossly disordered thought processand grossly disordered thought process

(Home Office & Department of Health(Home Office & Department of Health

and Social Security, 1975). The clarifica-and Social Security, 1975). The clarifica-

tion of such specialised terminology hastion of such specialised terminology has

received enormous emphasis in psychiatry.received enormous emphasis in psychiatry.

The most appropriate comparison, there-The most appropriate comparison, there-

fore, may be between the reliability offore, may be between the reliability of

applying mental health legislation thatapplying mental health legislation that

includes a well-crafted definition of mentalincludes a well-crafted definition of mental
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disorder, and the reliability of applyingdisorder, and the reliability of applying

well-constructed incapacity standards suchwell-constructed incapacity standards such

as those found in the Mental Capacity Actas those found in the Mental Capacity Act

2005.2005.

Whether one set of standards couldWhether one set of standards could

then be applied more reliably than thethen be applied more reliably than the

other, after the professionals concernedother, after the professionals concerned

had been properly trained, reducing thehad been properly trained, reducing the

possibility of arbitrary intervention inpossibility of arbitrary intervention in

people’s lives, would be an interesting focuspeople’s lives, would be an interesting focus

for research. To be fully convincing, thatfor research. To be fully convincing, that

research would have to be conducted acrossresearch would have to be conducted across

the full range of settings in which civilthe full range of settings in which civil

commitment decisions occur.commitment decisions occur.

The ‘dilemma of denial’ of mental ill-The ‘dilemma of denial’ of mental ill-

ness (Rothness (Roth et alet al, 1982) and the fluctuating, 1982) and the fluctuating

course of some mental disorders may stillcourse of some mental disorders may still

present special problems in assessing capa-present special problems in assessing capa-

city to consent to psychiatric care. Howcity to consent to psychiatric care. How

much insight, or understanding of their ill-much insight, or understanding of their ill-

ness, and of the consequences of not treat-ness, and of the consequences of not treat-

ing it, should depressed or deludeding it, should depressed or deluded

patients demonstrate for their treatmentpatients demonstrate for their treatment

choices to be respected? To address suchchoices to be respected? To address such

questions, the domain of ‘appreciation’ ofquestions, the domain of ‘appreciation’ of

illness is often included in capacity testsillness is often included in capacity tests

for mental healthcare (Grisso & Appel-for mental healthcare (Grisso & Appel-

baum, 1998). The Mental Capacity Actbaum, 1998). The Mental Capacity Act

2005 arguably covers similar ground when2005 arguably covers similar ground when

it refers to a person’s ability to ‘use orit refers to a person’s ability to ‘use or

weigh’ information ‘as part of the processweigh’ information ‘as part of the process

of making the decision’ (section 3(1)(c)),of making the decision’ (section 3(1)(c)),

as that ability may be compromised whenas that ability may be compromised when

a person fails to appreciate the seriousnessa person fails to appreciate the seriousness

of his or her condition. Nevertheless,of his or her condition. Nevertheless,

express reference to people’s ability toexpress reference to people’s ability to

‘appreciate’ their position may still be use-‘appreciate’ their position may still be use-

ful in a capacity test applicable to mentalful in a capacity test applicable to mental

healthcare.healthcare.

Similarly, the dilemma posed by patientsSimilarly, the dilemma posed by patients

with fluctuating mental conditions whowith fluctuating mental conditions who

temporarily regain their capacity after medi-temporarily regain their capacity after medi-

cation, and again refuse necessary treat-cation, and again refuse necessary treat-

ment, could be specifically addressed in thement, could be specifically addressed in the

law. Where the patient has been treated in-law. Where the patient has been treated in-

voluntarily on several occasions with a posi-voluntarily on several occasions with a posi-

tive response, and a sustained course oftive response, and a sustained course of

treatment is again considered necessary, sus-treatment is again considered necessary, sus-

tained resumption of capacity on the part oftained resumption of capacity on the part of

the patient might be required for the pa-the patient might be required for the pa-

tient’s refusal to be honoured. Or, to puttient’s refusal to be honoured. Or, to put

the matter another way, only ‘substantiallythe matter another way, only ‘substantially

diminished capacity’ to consent might be re-diminished capacity’ to consent might be re-

quired for such treatment to proceed (Mill-quired for such treatment to proceed (Mill-

an, 2001). That might be the kind of testan, 2001). That might be the kind of test

applied now by tribunals when consideringapplied now by tribunals when considering

the discharge of patients from the Mentalthe discharge of patients from the Mental

Health Act 1983 who would not be freshlyHealth Act 1983 who would not be freshly

placed under the Act in their current condi-placed under the Act in their current condi-

tion (Peay, 1989; Perkins, 2003). Generaltion (Peay, 1989; Perkins, 2003). General

incapacity criteria might address theseincapacity criteria might address these

issues satisfactorily, but they would haveissues satisfactorily, but they would have

to be drafted in sufficiently inclusive terms.to be drafted in sufficiently inclusive terms.

INCAPACITYANDFORENSICINCAPACITYANDFORENSIC
CARECARE

Finally, we must consider the consequencesFinally, we must consider the consequences

of relying on incapacity criteria in the spe-of relying on incapacity criteria in the spe-

cial context of forensic care. The Mentalcial context of forensic care. The Mental

Health Act 1983 criteria for compulsoryHealth Act 1983 criteria for compulsory

treatment (based on a definition of mentaltreatment (based on a definition of mental

disorder rather than incapacity) are applieddisorder rather than incapacity) are applied

at several points in the criminal justice pro-at several points in the criminal justice pro-

cess in England and Wales and in the treat-cess in England and Wales and in the treat-

ment of forensic patients. What would bement of forensic patients. What would be

the consequences of adopting incapacitythe consequences of adopting incapacity

principles here?principles here?

This question is complicated by theThis question is complicated by the

existence of many different categories ofexistence of many different categories of

forensic patient. Such patients enterforensic patient. Such patients enter

forensic care both on transfer from prisonforensic care both on transfer from prison

and directly from the criminal courts, andand directly from the criminal courts, and

they enter it at many different points inthey enter it at many different points in

the criminal trial process. Some arethe criminal trial process. Some are

remanded to hospital prior to or duringremanded to hospital prior to or during

their trial; others have been found guiltytheir trial; others have been found guilty

at trial, or have been found not guilty byat trial, or have been found not guilty by

reason of insanity or unfit to stand trial.reason of insanity or unfit to stand trial.

Some forensic patients can be returned toSome forensic patients can be returned to

prison if their health improves; othersprison if their health improves; others

cannot because they are not subject to acannot because they are not subject to a

current prison sentence.current prison sentence.

Generally speaking, under the law inGenerally speaking, under the law in

Britain and Australasia, psychiatric treat-Britain and Australasia, psychiatric treat-

ment without consent of forensic patientsment without consent of forensic patients

(other than those remanded purely for(other than those remanded purely for

assessment) is governed by the same princi-assessment) is governed by the same princi-

ples as the treatment of patients committedples as the treatment of patients committed

under mental health legislationunder mental health legislation. That is,. That is,

forensic patients who retain their capacityforensic patients who retain their capacity

to consent do not usually enjoy the legalto consent do not usually enjoy the legal

right to refuse psychiatric treatment, norright to refuse psychiatric treatment, nor

must their capacity be specifically assessedmust their capacity be specifically assessed

whenever treatment is proposed. Theywhenever treatment is proposed. They

may usually be treated without theirmay usually be treated without their

consent until fully discharged from involun-consent until fully discharged from involun-

tary status. How would the law handle thetary status. How would the law handle the

treatment of such patients in the future iftreatment of such patients in the future if

the functions of the Mental Health Actthe functions of the Mental Health Act

1983 were merged into a comprehensive1983 were merged into a comprehensive

treatment statute based on incapacitytreatment statute based on incapacity

principles? Could forensic patients then beprinciples? Could forensic patients then be

treated without their consent only whentreated without their consent only when

they lacked capacity to make specific treat-they lacked capacity to make specific treat-

ment decisions, as is now the law in somement decisions, as is now the law in some

Canadian provinces (StarsonCanadian provinces (Starson v.v. Swayze,Swayze,

2003)? This is a particularly difficult2003)? This is a particularly difficult

question when forensic patients may notquestion when forensic patients may not

be under treatment primarily for theirbe under treatment primarily for their

own benefit, but for the protection ofown benefit, but for the protection of

others. Perhaps in a small category ofothers. Perhaps in a small category of

forensic cases pure incapacity principlesforensic cases pure incapacity principles

should be compromised, to respect theshould be compromised, to respect the

competing ethical imperative of reducingcompeting ethical imperative of reducing

harm to others. We suggest that most legalharm to others. We suggest that most legal

issues concerning treatment of forensicissues concerning treatment of forensic

patients could be resolved by applying thepatients could be resolved by applying the

principles listed below.principles listed below.

(a)(a) Any prisoner or forensic patient withAny prisoner or forensic patient with

capacity who consents to treatmentcapacity who consents to treatment

may be treated voluntarily in an appro-may be treated voluntarily in an appro-

priate facility. Any sentence wouldpriate facility. Any sentence would

continue to run.continue to run.

(b)(b) When forensic patients lack the capa-When forensic patients lack the capa-

city to make treatment decisions, theircity to make treatment decisions, their

treatment without consent would betreatment without consent would be

justified on the same basis as other inca-justified on the same basis as other inca-

pacitated patients.pacitated patients.

(c)(c) When prisoners lack the capacity toWhen prisoners lack the capacity to

consent to treatment, their transfer toconsent to treatment, their transfer to

hospital and treatment withouthospital and treatment without

consent would be authorised. If theyconsent would be authorised. If they

regain capacity, treatment couldregain capacity, treatment could

continue only with their consent, withcontinue only with their consent, with

return to prison if they refused.return to prison if they refused.

(d)(d) In the case of those found not guilty byIn the case of those found not guilty by

reason of insanity or unfit to stand trial,reason of insanity or unfit to stand trial,

who cannot be sent to prison, theirwho cannot be sent to prison, their

treatment without consent might betreatment without consent might be

lawful even if they retained capacity,lawful even if they retained capacity,

on the following conditions: they haveon the following conditions: they have

been shown, on reliable evidence, tobeen shown, on reliable evidence, to

have committed the acts or omissionshave committed the acts or omissions

necessary to constitute a seriousnecessary to constitute a serious

offence; they are suffering from aoffence; they are suffering from a

serious mental disorder that contrib-serious mental disorder that contrib-

uted significantly to that conduct; anduted significantly to that conduct; and

an effective treatment can be offeredan effective treatment can be offered

that could reasonably be expected tothat could reasonably be expected to

reduce the risk of its recurrence. Thisreduce the risk of its recurrence. This

would be a limited exception to purewould be a limited exception to pure

incapacity principles, necessary toincapacity principles, necessary to

reduce the risk of harm to others.reduce the risk of harm to others.

(e)(e) Upon a person’s conviction for aUpon a person’s conviction for a

serious criminal offence, an appropriateserious criminal offence, an appropriate

prison sentence would be imposed.prison sentence would be imposed.

Offenders who were found to lackOffenders who were found to lack

capacity to consent to treatment atcapacity to consent to treatment at

that time could still be directed tothat time could still be directed to

hospital for treatment, and duringhospital for treatment, and during

their time in hospital their prisontheir time in hospital their prison

sentence would run. If they regainedsentence would run. If they regained

capacity and refused treatment,capacity and refused treatment,

however, they would be transferred tohowever, they would be transferred to

prison to continue their sentence. Atprison to continue their sentence. At

the end of their sentence, if capacitythe end of their sentence, if capacity

was not regained, their involuntarywas not regained, their involuntary
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treatment could continue as a civiltreatment could continue as a civil

patient.patient.

Alternatively, a criminal court imposingAlternatively, a criminal court imposing

a hospital order for treatment following aa hospital order for treatment following a

person’s conviction could set a limitingperson’s conviction could set a limiting

term, proportionate to the seriousness ofterm, proportionate to the seriousness of

the offence, during which involuntary treat-the offence, during which involuntary treat-

ment would be lawful despite that person’sment would be lawful despite that person’s

capacity, on the same conditions as thosecapacity, on the same conditions as those

stated above for those found not guilty bystated above for those found not guilty by

reason of insanity.reason of insanity.

If these principles were followed, theIf these principles were followed, the

consequences of applying incapacityconsequences of applying incapacity

criteria to the treatment of most forensiccriteria to the treatment of most forensic

patients would not be unacceptable, norpatients would not be unacceptable, nor

would intolerable burdens be imposed onwould intolerable burdens be imposed on

the forensic or prison systems.the forensic or prison systems.

Incapacity schemes respect the patient’sIncapacity schemes respect the patient’s

autonomy but do not adequately addressautonomy but do not adequately address

treatment of the incapacitated but objectingtreatment of the incapacitated but objecting

patient. Mental health legislation placespatient. Mental health legislation places

less emphasis on autonomy, but clearlyless emphasis on autonomy, but clearly

addresses emergency treatment, detentionaddresses emergency treatment, detention

and involuntary treatment. The fusion ofand involuntary treatment. The fusion of

the two schemes into comprehensive legis-the two schemes into comprehensive legis-

lation, which retains the strengths of both,lation, which retains the strengths of both,

can be readily envisaged. We havecan be readily envisaged. We have

described the key principles and are confi-described the key principles and are confi-

dent that the details could be successfullydent that the details could be successfully

addressed.addressed.
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CLINICAL IMPLICATIONSCLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

&& A single statutory process based on incapacity principles could govern involuntaryA single statutory process based on incapacity principles could govern involuntary
treatment of both psychiatric and generalmedical conditions.treatment of both psychiatric and generalmedical conditions.

&& Interventionmight be lawful at an earlier stage of illness thanwould be permittedInterventionmight be lawful at an earlier stage of illness thanwould be permitted
in England andWales under the Mental Health Act1983.in England andWales under the Mental Health Act1983.

&& These proposals would reduce discrimination in the law against psychiatricThese proposals would reduce discrimination in the law against psychiatric
patients andwould apply consistent ethical principles acrossmedical law.patients andwould apply consistent ethical principles acrossmedical law.

LIMITATIONSLIMITATIONS

&& These proposals have not been adopted as government policy in Britain despiteThese proposals have not been adopted as government policy in Britain despite
their discussion during recent law reform debates.their discussion during recent law reform debates.

&& No research has been published on the reliability of capacity assessment in theNo research has been published on the reliability of capacity assessment in the
emergency circumstances typical of civil commitment.emergency circumstances typical of civil commitment.

&& More peoplewith personality disorders who retain their capacity to consent toMore peoplewith personality disorders who retain their capacity to consent to
treatmentmight be imprisoned instead of receiving forensic care.treatmentmight be imprisoned instead of receiving forensic care.
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